


THEProfessorGRAYSON BOUCHER

A true icon of the game and perhaps the most famous 
streetball player ever, Professor earned his nickname by the 
way he “schools” defenders with his deft handles, passing 
and shooting. Professor has gained international notoriety 

for his skills and made appearances in twenty-three countries 
worldwide including Brazil, Japan and Spain.

“Strive to get to know Jesus more and 
more each day allowing him to guide me 

in life and my career.”

Keizer, OR
HOMETOWN

Point Guard
POSITION

5-10 / 150
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

12







Air Up There is revered for living above the rim and 
performing the most outrageous dunks in streetball 
games and dunk contests worldwide. He is the first 

player to be caught on film performing a “720” dunk 
and is a former Sprite Slam Dunk Contest Winner.

Air
UP THERE

TAURIAN FONTENETTE

Hitchcock, TX
HOMETOWN

Forward
POSITION

6-2 / 190
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Dreams are not deferred.”

11



AO
AARON OWENS

A true streetball legend with a larger than life on court 
personality. AO was the main attraction in all of the 

top leagues in the Philadelphia area and won the first 
D-League Championship. He is called The General 

because he is the PG that you could drop at any court 
in the world and his game wouldn’t change. 

Philadelphia, PA
HOMETOWN

Guard
POSITION

6-3 / 195
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Never explain, never complain.”

AO







From the moment he put a basketball in his hands 
and stepped onto the court, Mr. Afrika has been 
winning over audiences across the globe. The 6’5 

wingman has become one of the most beloved 
streetballers around the world for his magnetism on 

the court and arsenal of airborne dunks.

ANTHONY PIMBLE

AfrikaMR.

Bronx, NY
HOMETOWN

Forward
POSITION

6-5 / 195
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Be energetic - showboat, show out and show off. 
I will always get the job done.” 24



RYAN WILLIAMSFXSPECIAL

Got his nickname at Rucker Park at the age of 16 
while playing against the best players in the city. His 

nickname comes from people thinking his dunks 
were straight out of a movie. 

Queens, NY
HOMETOWN

Forward
POSITION

6-5 / 230
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“I use basketball to entertain and influence youth. I try 
to tell kids to stay positive when things are tough and to 

work hard at whatever it is that they want to do.”
718







ROBIN KENNEDYSik
WIT IT

A veteran streetballer and all-around performer on the court, 
Sik has showcased his skills from coast-to-coast and is revered 

for his creative passing and ball handling skills.

Pasadena, CA
HOMETOWN

Guard
POSITION

5-10 / 180
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“If you stay ready, you don’t have to get ready.”

2



HUGH JONES

baby
SHAQ

One of the greatest streetball players ever. After 
watching Jones play, Shaquille O’Neal himself said, 
“This guy deserves to be in the league.” Baby Shaq was 
named Red Bull King of the Rock champion back to 
back in 2012 and 2013, making him the only player 

to win the title twice.

Washington, DC
HOMETOWN

Forward
POSITION

6-3 / 230
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Don’t take life for granted.”

6







LARRY WILLIAMS bone
COLLECTOR

One of the greatest freestylers and most feared foes in 
the world of streetball - his game is built on devastating 

dribbling and crossover skills. Named by Complex 
Magazine as one of the Top 25 Streetball players ever 

alongside Dr. J, Wilt Chamberlain, Kareem Abdul 
Jabbar and more.

Pasadena, CA
HOMETOWN

Guard
POSITION

6-0 / 200
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Through hard work and dedication, you gain 
a greater reward that is more personal and 
more valuable than material things.”

23



JAMAL NELSON

SPRINGS
Born and raised in Detroit, Michigan and known for high-
flying stylized dunks and having an overall game that can 
threaten anyone, Springs is equipped with a vertical leap 
over 60 inches. His impressive moves have landed him 

admiration and acclaim across the world.

Detroit, MI
HOMETOWN

Guard
POSITION

6-2 / 165
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Be aggressive and always give the 
fans their money’s worth.”7







Violator
RENALDO JOHNSON

Violator earned his nickname in 2002 from a streetball 
announcer, as he continued to “violate” the opposing 
team with his skill. He is known around the world as a 

spectacular athlete with killer defensive blocks, rebounding 
and dunking skills. He has played professionally overseas in 
countries such as Finland, Brazil, Uruguay and Paraguay. 

Montgomery, AL
HOMETOWN

Center
POSITION

6-7 / 245
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“I play to win - in everything I do.”

52



Sm
ithGGARY SMITH

The winner of Season 2’s “Ball Up: Search for the Next.” 
G Smith is proving himself to be one of the best dunkers 

streetball has ever seen. He is a former winner of the 
Sprite Slam Dunk Contest. 

Phoenix, AZ
HOMETOWN

Forward
POSITION

6-6 / 202
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Relentless. The way that I play the game, being 
relentless with my approach to the game.”19







DEANDRE BRAY

MOSQUITO
Mosquito competed in the “Ball Up: Search for the Next” 

tour in 2012, coming in second place to season winner, G 
Smith. It was during the tour that he was given the nickname 
“Mosquito” from legendary emcee Duke Tango, a reflection 

of his defensive style on the court. Determined as ever, 
Mosquito tried out again and eventually won the Season 4 

Tour – becoming the newest addition to the Ball Up Family.

Atlanta, GA
HOMETOWN

Point Guard
POSITION

5-6 / 140
HEIGHT  |  WEIGHT

“Hard work doesn’t guarantee success, but 
without it you have no chance at all”
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